The study of export-led industrialization in an enclave economy comes at the juncture of two chains of longstanding controversies concerning developing areas. The first controversy grows out of observed difficulties of poor countries to industrialize from a current comparative advantage in primary commodities, despite buoyant earnings of foreign exchange. The second controversy turns inward, and looking away from trade policy, seeks the key to industrial development in greater interaction between domestically-oriented sectors, not in greater export earnings. This paper presents a typology for empirically measuring the growth of inter-sectoral flows and the evolution of
In motion, being each and both carried westward, forward and rereward respectively, by the proper perpetual motion of the earth, through everchanging tracks of neverchanging space.
-James Joyce, Ulysses
The study of export-led industrialization in an enclave economy comes at the juncture of two chains of long-standing con troversies concerning developing areas. The first controversy grows out of observed difficulties of poor countries to industrial ize from a current comparative advantage in primary commodities, despite buoyant earnings of foreign exchange. The second controversy turns inward, and looking away from trade policy, seeks the key to industrial development in greater interaction between domestically-oriented sectors, not in greater export earnings.
This paper is an analysis' of the structural changes which have occurred during the industrialization of one country, Puerto Rico.
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Oiir objective is to study the appar'Mil: ;;iiccesa which that jjrowinj', economy has found in the simultaneous f-rc.'ition of hoLli^i between local sectors and leakages Irpm l.hoye sectors to tU« world economy. In the creation of new industries and the displacement oE * others.
We begin in Section I by reviewing briefly the broad develop mental issues which revolve aroxind the two chains of controversies. Indeed, many a promoted manufacturing sector finds itself the modern version of the classic plantation enclave of earlier genera tions. Rather than enlarging the internal roundaboutness of production, efforts to "capture" linkages within a developing country may result in a mere diffusion of different branches of the multi-national corporation among many different countries throughout the international economy.Ŝ econd, the complete identification of enclave linkages extends to dimensions of economic activity which fall outside the accounting framework of input-output flows. Changes in capital stock exert important long-run repercussions on the rest of the economy; financial needs may be met locally or internationally, setting up claims on future incomes. -5- Third, the charting of simple interindustry flows also fails to account for the degree to which the components of value addedreturns to capital, labor and. the state-interact with the rest of the economy. Profits originating in an enclave may be remitted abroad and disappear without a trace, or they may remain to finance the growth of the enclave and be invested to adapt and alter the imported technology. Taxes on profits and wages-the governments' share-may be used to buy out the foreigner (a mere transfer on the first round), to build infrastructure, or.to pro vide services (such as parks, hospitals, and schools) complementary to the standard of living of the governing classes.® Fourth,, the disposition of labor income generated by the enclave can exert significant domestic repercussions only if the consumption needs of the working class are satisfied by locally-made, laborintensive goods. However, if enclave labor is either highly paid and consumes luxury imports or is poorly paid and survives on cheap Imports, then the potentially powerful domestic household multiplier may be negligible.Â fifth major shortcoming of defining enclaves solely on the basis of material flows is to be found in the omission of the dynamic linkages which occur during industrialization. An inter industry study used to evaluate linkages at one point in time presents only one cross-sectoral slice of an econonQ,, a casual intertemporal snapshot. The enclave in one period may be trans formed by the second period into an industrial complex. Other changes In the degree of isolation of asector may occur beyond the examined time period. Since gross domestic output is also defined as the sum of intermediate GDO and value added, then:
where 1 is a row vector of ones and V the value added coefficients.
Let:
S thus gives the total direct plus indirect value added generated by a dollar of final demand and leads to the following theorem;^l
Using the above notation, we are now ready to specify an enclave typology to assist in tracing the sectoral transformations during the growth process, especially changes in the degree and nature of Import openness, the reliance on domestically-produced exports, and the apparent autonon^of local production, The reduction in the import leakage in metals accompanied its reorientation for export (type yt' to 63'). The printing sector was transformed from classic import sieve to national industry (type ay" to Sy")^domestic suppliers became established (see Table 2 ). The chemicals sector was transformed from a repackaging entrep6t to a classic industrial enclave (type aS' to ya') with an increase in the share of local value added. Only the paper sector demonstrates a relative decline in local production in its conversion from a direct import sieve (type yy"') to a repackaging 1963, 91% of its output was sold abroad and 87% of clothing con sumption was met by imports (see Table 3 ).
V, Conclusions
On the basis of our findings, several remarks are in order." First, the overall orientation of the Puerto Rican econon^to transact busi ness aborad, as indicated by stability in the proportion of GDO generated by exports, has not changed significantly during the 15 years of industrial transformation although the share of imports generated by total final demand has diminished. The promotional effort to import capital in the form of foreign branch plants has resulted in the replacement of the series of exports associated with sugarcane and home needlework with a series of industrial exports.
-19-Second, we have found more puppoxt for the second of the two alternative hypotheses, advanced"in Section III rather than the first, namely that of the creation of:a*more integrated economy rather than of a series of • unrelated.'-and noninteracting enclaves.
We have noted that sectors fewer in number and of diminished .
importance rely heavily on imported inputs, but sectors greater' , • ; 30 xn ninnber and with-increasing weight rely moderately on imports.
This observation corresponds to the diffusion of import openness. In conclusion, we may speculate that gtowth which occurred through export-oriented industrialization has hardly proved an alternative to the kind of dependence noted in classic plantation or mineral exporting enclave of the early 20th century.
The impact of the international market arrangements, technology, and prices on each branch of the more completely diversified group of export manufactures has proved as subtle and pervasive as the ascribe profits to their Caribbean operation which may actually be generated in other-stages of production. We would therefore expect to observe a high share of value added in the promoted industrial sectors. The inability of the input-output accounts to correct for these bookkeeping adjustments which have been made iti response to the tax laws illustrate the drawback of simple sectoral flows in the identification of enclaves.
Therefore the rise in-value added may reflect the profits transferred by industrial concerns to Puerto Rico by means of contrived intrafirm billing devices and other techniques to tealize the benefits of tax exemptions afforded tiaw branch plants. 22 In 1948, each product dollar consisted of 30c of imports and 70c of value added; in 1963, the average product consisted of 25c imports and 75c value added, 23 If a majority (p > 50%) of its transactions, originate or are destined abroad, the sector is designated as highly open in Table 3 .
Moderately-open sectors are defined at p' > 20% for inport or export leak age and are listed in Appendix 30 "Heavy" refers to the strict criteria of at least a 50% import share of the appropriate measure, while "moderate" dependence refers to the 20% level of openness for these measures. 31 Indeed the transshipping entrepot cities of the Mercantilist era grew in part from the monopoly profits of the carrying trade and from merchant capital linked to the tropical staples. The entrepot has traditionally served as the mercantile phase of the industrial city. 
